
The game started and we 
 appeared to have our opposition's measure. The 
wingers and strikers having to 
 much skill and pace found they were easily beating 
one and maybe two 
 men. However this did not turn to goals despite the 
opportunities. Then 
 disaster.....maybe the opposition’s first real 
attack. The ball broke on the 
 edge of the area and it was lashed into the far 
corner.  
 
Not long after we were 2-0 down !  A clash of heads 
in our area. Their 
 man coming off worst against Duncan Hill and 
crumbling in a heap ( not the 
 first time this season). We then shouted head injury 
and stopped to go 
 to his aid. Alas the opposition played on and lashed 
another into the corner 
 with the Ref not actually stating play on....but he 
gave the goal. 
 
But we have a real team spirit this season and a 
feeling of belief. We 
 re-grouped and continued to play the much better 
football. Not long 
 before Jevon was too fast for their on rushing 
keeper and he lobbed one 
 in. No surprise Mark joined in the scoring to make 
it 2-2. 
 
Jevon then won a penalty and Mark grabbed the ball. 
It turned out to be 
 100% the right thing to do as he with panache he 
slotted the ball in 
 the corner. 3-2 up now. 
 
But a long ball caught us out and this time our 
keeper was lobbed as he 
 rushed out.3-3 and that was harsh on us. 
 
Now Greg had been barking orders all day ....taking 
over from Steve 
 Collins. Having already subbed himself he then made 
a great tactical 
 change. Grant came on to bolster the midfield and 
this gave Jevon and James 
 Hall better license to attack. 
 
It soon paid off. Good interplay and one touch 



passing and Michael's 
 shot was too hot for their keeper as it flew in to 
the roof of the net. 
 We were in control and another good set of passing 
had Mark running 
 clear. He does not often waste those chances and 
indeed slotted home. 
 
The opposition did not give up and to their credit 
scored from a free kick 
 but their man on the line should have been offside 
perhaps. Still it did 
 not matter as the whistle soon went and we march on 
to the next round. 


